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GUIDRY J

The defendant Trevor T Johnson was charged by grand jury indictment

with aggravated rape a violation of La RS 1442 The defendant entered a plea

of not guilty The trial court denied the defendantsmotion to suppress After a

trial by jury the defendant was found guilty as charged The defendant was

sentenced to life imprisonment at hard labor without the benefit of probation

parole or suspension of sentence The trial court denied the defendantsoral

motion to reconsider sentence The defendant now appeals raising the

constitutionality of the imposed sentence in a counseled brief and further raising in

a pro se brief the sufficiency of the evidence the denial of a motion to suppress

and the denial of the defendantsBatson challenge For the following reasons we

affirm the defendantsconviction and the sentence

STATEMENT OF FACTS

According to the victim CF the defendant her stepfather began touching

her inappropriately in 2005 when she was nine or ten years old The defendants

actions progressed to sucking her breasts and attempting to force her to perform

oral sex when she was about eleven years old The victim also stated that the

defendant had sexual intercourse with her specifically testifying that he put his

stuff or penis inside her vagina The victim ultimately disclosed the acts to a

school counselor Melissa Desforges She was interviewed at the Childrens

Advocacy Center CACin 2008 but did not make any disclosures during the

initial interview After undergoing counseling the victim was interviewed by

CACagain in 2009 and at that time she disclosed acts done by the defendant

including inappropriate touching and vaginal sexual intercourse

I

Herein the victim will be referred to by initials only See La RS461844W At trial the
victim testified that her date of birth is January 25 1996 However the indictment as well as the
victimsstatement in a taped interview at the ChildrensAdvocacy Center in January 2009
reflect that her birthday is on January 26
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COUNSELED ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR

In the sole counseled assignment of error the defendant challenges the

constitutionality of the sentence imposed The defendant notes that the elements of

aggravated incest and aggravated rape were both implicated by the facts of this

case The defendant contends that the statutory scheme leaves the sentencing up to

the whim of the prosecutor Thus the defendant specifically argues that the trial

court abused its discretion in imposing a life sentence because he could have been

charged with aggravated incest instead of aggravated rape The defendant notes

that while the aggravated rape charge exposed him to a mandatory sentence of life

imprisonment at hard labor without benefit of probation parole or suspension of

sentence a charge of aggravated incest would have reduced his sentencing

exposure to a range of twenty five to ninetynine years imprisonment at hard labor

without benefit of probation parole or suspension of sentence The defendant

argues that the redundancy in statutory definitions with vastly different penalty

exposures makes the imposition of a mandatory life sentence arbitrary and

unconstitutional under the facts presented by this case

In further support of his argument the defendant notes that based on the

statutory schemes defendants who are similarly situated are not being treated the

same He contends there are no guidelines in place to prevent favoritism or to

instruct the prosecution as to which cases to prosecute as aggravated rapes and

which ones to prosecute as aggravated incest The defendant also notes that the

trial court did not order a presentence investigation PSI report or consider the

sentencing guidelines of La C Cr P art 8941Citing several jurisprudential

examples the defendant notes that in contrast to the life sentence mandated by an

aggravated rape conviction sentences for aggravated incest for similar conduct

have been more lenient than the twentyfive years requested by the defense in an

oral motion for reconsideration of the sentence imposed The defendant concludes
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that the life sentence under the instant circumstances constitutes a needless

imposition of pain and suffering

The Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution and Article I

Section 20 of the Louisiana Constitution prohibit the imposition of excessive or

cruel punishment Although a sentence falls within statutory limits it may be

excessive State v Se ulvado 367 So 2d 762 767 La 1979 A sentence is

considered constitutionally excessive if it is grossly disproportionate to the

seriousness of the offense or is nothing more than a purposeless and needless

infliction of pain and suffering A sentence is considered grossly disproportionate

if when the crime and punishment are considered in light of the harm done to

society it shocks ones sense ofjustice State v Andrews 940842 pp 89 La

App 1st Cir5595 655 So 2d 448 454 The trial court has great discretion in

imposing a sentence within the statutory limits and such a sentence will not be set

aside as excessive in the absence of a manifest abuse of discretion See State v

Holts 525 So 2d 1241 1245 La App 1st Cir 1988 Louisiana Code of

Criminal Procedure article 8941 sets forth the factors for the trial court to consider

when imposing sentence While the entire checklist ofLa C Cr P art 8941need

not be recited the record must reflect that the trial court adequately considered the

criteria State v Brown 022231 p 4 La App Ist Cir5903 849 So 2d 566

569

In State v Dorthey 623 So 2d 1276 128081 La 1993 the Louisiana

Supreme Court recognized that if a trial judge determines that the punishment

mandated by the Habitual Offender Law makes no measurable contribution to

acceptable goals of punishment or that the sentence amounts to nothing more than

the purposeful imposition of pain and suffering and is grossly out of proportion to

the severity of the crime he is duty bound to reduce the sentence to one that would

not be constitutionally excessive However the holding in Dorthey was made only
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after and in light of express recognition by the court that the determination and

definition of acts that are punishable as crimes are purely legislative functions It is

the legislatures prerogative to determine the length of the sentence imposed for

crimes classified as felonies Moreover courts are charged with applying these

punishments unless they are found to be unconstitutional Dorthey 623 So 2d at

1278

In State v Johnson 971906 La 3498 709 So 2d 672 the Louisiana

Supreme Court reexamined the issue of when Dorthey permits a downward

departure from a mandatory minimum sentence albeit in the context of the

Habitual Offender Law The Court held that to rebut the presumption that the

mandatory minimum sentence was constitutional the defendant had to clearly and

convincingly show that

he is exceptional which in this context means that because of
unusual circumstances this defendant is a victim of the legislatures
failure to assign sentences that are meaningfully tailored to the
culpability of the offender the gravity of the offense and the
circumstances of the case

Johnson 97 1906 at p 8 709 So 2d at 676 quoting State v Young 941636 pp

56 La App 4th Cir 102695 663 So 2d 525 531 Plotkin J concurring

writ denied 953010 La32296 669 So 2d 1223 While both Dorthey and

Johnson involved mandatory minimum sentences imposed under the Habitual

Offender Law it has been held that the sentencing review principles espoused in

Dorthey are not restricted in application to the penalties provided by La RS

155291 See State v Fobbs 991024 La92499 744 So 2d 1274 1275 per

curiam State v Henderson 991945 p 19 La App 1 st Cir62300 762 So

2d 747 760 n5writ denied 002223 La61501 793 So 2d 1235 State y

Davis 94 2332 pp 11 12 La App 1st Cir 121595 666 So 2d 400 40708

writ denied 960127 La41996 671 So 2d 925 Under La RS 1442D1

it is provided that a person convicted of aggravated rape shall be punished by life
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imprisonment at hard labor without benefit of parole probation or suspension of

sentence

While the defendant argues that he could have been charged with aggravated

incest we note that in our system of justice we entrust vast discretion to the

prosecutor in deciding which cases to pursue and what crimes to charge In re

Toups 000634 p 10 La 112800 773 So 2d 709 715 The district attorney

has broad discretion in both the institution and handling of criminal prosecutions

La Const art V 26BLa RS 161BLa C Cr P art 61 State v Walker

00 0334 p 5 La App 1st Cir 122200 775 So 2d 663 666 writ denied 01

0235 La 12701 803 So 2d 23 Conduct that is criminal under several articles

may be prosecuted under either provision at the discretion of the district attorney

La RS 144State v Juluke 374 So 2d 1259 1260 La 1979 Moreover the

district attorney has discretion which offense to charge when the facts support

different charges even when the penalties for the offenses differ Walker 000334

at p 5 775 So 2d at 666 State v Smith 597 So 2d 1151 1153 La App 1st

Cir writ denied 599 So 2d 311 La 1992

We further note that ordering a PSI is discretionary with the trial court there

is no mandate that a PSI be ordered See La C Cr P art 875A1 Such an

investigation is an aid to the court and not a right of the accused The trial courts

failure to order a PSI will not be reversed absent an abuse of discretion State v

Wimberly 618 So 2d 908 914 La App 1st Cir writ denied 624 So 2d 1229

La 1993 Further the failure to articulate reasons for the sentence as set forth in

Article 8941 when imposing a mandatory life sentence is not an error as

articulating reasons or factors would be an exercise in futility since the court has

no discretion State y Felder 002887 p 13 La App 1st Cir92801 809 So

2d 360 371 writ denied 01 3027 La102502827So 2d 1173
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Herein the defendant declined to make a statement before the sentence was

imposed The trial court noted that the defendantsactions destroyed his familys

harmony and will have a severe impact upon his family and the victim in this case

for many years The defendant has not presented any particular facts regarding his

family history or special circumstances that would support a deviation from the

mandatory life sentence provided in La RS 1442D1 Based on the record

before us we find that the defendant has failed to show that he is exceptional or

that the mandatory life sentence is not meaningfully tailored to his culpability the

gravity ofthe offense and the circumstances of the case Thus we do not find that

a downward departure from the mandatory life sentence was required in this case

The sentence imposed is not excessive thus the counseled assignment of error

lacks merit

PRO SE ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NUMBER ONE

In the first pro se assignment of error the defendant contends that in light of

inconsistencies and the absence of physical or corroborating evidence the State

failed to prove beyond a reasonable doubt every essential element of the offense

The defendant contends that during the victimstestimony she revealed that the

motive for making the instant allegations was that she wanted to live with her

biological father and because she was angry that she did not receive a computer for

Christmas The defendant notes that the victim expressed her love for him verbally

and in a letter adding that she did not appear to react as if he had assaulted her

The defendant further contends that the discrepancies in the evidence confused the

jury and that the guilty verdict should be reversed

In reviewing the sufficiency of the evidence to support a conviction a

Louisiana appellate court is controlled by the standard enunciated by the United

States Supreme Court in Jackson v Virginia 443 US 307 99 SCt 2781 61

LEd2d 560 1979 That standard of appellate review adopted by the legislature
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in enacting La C Cr P art 821 pertaining to motions for postverdict judgment of

acquittal based on insufficiency of evidence is whether or not the evidence when

viewed in the light most favorable to the prosecution was sufficient to convince a

rational trier of fact that all of the elements of the crime had been proved beyond a

reasonable doubt See State v Brown 03 0897 p 22 La41205907 So 2d 1

18 cert denied 547 US 1022 126 SCt 1569 164 LEd2d 305 2006 The

Jackson standard of review is an objective standard for testing the overall evidence

both direct and circumstantial for reasonable doubt When analyzing

circumstantial evidence La RS 15438 provides that in order to convict the fact

finder must be satisfied the overall evidence excludes every reasonable hypothesis

of innocence State v Patorno 01 2585 p 5 La App 1st Cir62102 822 So

2d 141 144

Where there is conflicting testimony about factual matters the resolution of

which depends upon a determination of the credibility of the witnesses the matter

is one of the weight of the evidence not its sufficiency State v Richardson 459

So 2d 31 38 La App 1st Cir 1984 Accordingly our role is not to assess

credibility or reweigh evidence State v Smith 943116 p 2 La 101695 661

So 2d 442 443 In the absence of internal contradiction or irreconcilable conflict

with physical evidence one witnessstestimony if believed by the trier of fact is

sufficient support for a requisite factual conclusion State v Higgins 03 1980 p 6

La4105 898 So 2d 1219 1226 cert denied 546 US 883 126 SCt 182 163

LEd2d 187 2005

Rape is defined as the commission of anal oral or vaginal sexual

intercourse with a person without the persons lawful consent La RS 1441A

Emission is not necessary and any sexual penetration when the rape involves

vaginal or anal intercourse however slight is sufficient to complete the crime

La RS 1441B Oral sexual intercourse is defined as the intentional engaging in
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any of the following acts with another person 1 the touching of the anus or

genitals of the victim by the offender using the mouth or tongue of the offender

2 the touching of the anus or genitals of the offender by the victim using the

mouth or tongue of the victim La RS 441C Aggravated rape is defined in

pertinent part as a rape committed where the anal oral or vaginal sexual

intercourse is deemed to be without lawful consent of the victim because it is

committed when the victim is under the age of thirteen La RS 1442A4

LMtestified that she became close friends with the victim when they were

in the fifth grade LM was sixteen years old at the time of the trial At some

point the victim and LM had a conversation about the defendant in the victims

bedroom at her grandmothershome LM stated that the victim was upset and

down at the time and needed someone to talk to After the disclosure LM

suggested that the victim tell her grandmother but the victim became afraid and

LM agreed not to tell anyone During their sixth grade school year the girls

approached the school counselor and the victim told the counselor what happened

During cross examination LM stated that she had also been sexually abused but

that was not the topic of the conversation with the school counselor

As a result of the victims disclosures Jo Beth Rickles an expert witness and

forensic interviewer with the CACfirst interviewed the victim in October of

2008 Rickles confirmed that the victim denied or recanted allegations in the

initial interview Rickles noted that recantation is very common as disclosure of

this type causes embarrassment and fear of getting in trouble or causing family

turmoil therefore victims find it easier to just say it did not happen Rickles also

indicated that the victimsmother brought her to the initial interview Rickles did

not recall the victims mother bringing her to the second interview and noted the

victim was not living with her mother at the time of the second interview
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During the initial CAC interview the victim stated she lied to her school

counselor about being raped by her stepfather because her friend LM had been

raped and she did not want her to feel alone The victim also stated that she loved

her stepfather and that despite her claims he did not rape her She stated that she

was embarrassed and scared and did not want to be there The victim also stated

that her mother was mad about it and that she only made the claim to make her

friend feel better The victim further stated that her grandmother told her that she

should not have lied She acknowledged that she previously indicated that the first

incident occurred when she was in the fourth grade but insisted that LM was

actually abused in fourth grade and she only copied the information She stated

that if the defendant had raped or touched her she would have called the police

She stated that she did not know if her mother would believe such a claim and also

was not sure that her grandmother would believe her but said she probably would

The victim also stated that she did not want her mother to be in trouble because of

her stepdad The interview was concluded without any disclosure by the victim

In November of 2008 the victimsaunt referred her to social worker

Michelle Crowley of Trinity Community Support Services because the victim was

having behavioral problems at school and home During a counseling session at

the end ofDecember the victim disclosed that she had been sexually abused by her

stepfather specifically she stated that he vaginally penetrated her Crowley and

the victim discussed Crowleysstatus as a mandated reporter indicating that she

would report the allegations According to Crowley the victim was relieved but

felt conflicted because she did not want to hurt her family Crowley noted that

after the disclosure the victim had good and bad days and expressed self hatred

and a desire to harm herself Crowley further noted that she had dealt with twenty

to twentyfive prior sexual abuse cases and explained that it was not unusual for a

victim to recant an allegation of sexual abuse Crowley also stated that the victim
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did not trust anyone had problems forming relationships and had a habit of

sabotaging existing ones In Crowleysopinion the abuse had a traumatic effect on

the victim caused her to feel anger toward her stepfather and caused feelings of

hurt toward her mother because she did not protect her

During cross examination Crowley stated that she believed the victim was

being truthful When asked the number of times the victim indicated that the

defendant had sex with her Crowley stated tomy recollection about three to

five times Crowley also stated that the victim indicated oral sex with no

emission and vaginal sex but did not allege anal sex had occurred Crowley

confirmed that prior to the victimsdisclosure she denied any prior sexual or

physical abuse during an initial checklist assessment completed at Trinity by

another counselor During redirect Crowley confirmed that the victim used the

word rape regarding the number of incidents and not the word sex

During the secondCACinterview with Rickles which took place in 2009

the victim stated that she lied during the prior interview because her mother

insisted she do so According to the victim her mother said she did not want the

defendant to go to jail and stated that he would go to jail for the rest of his life

because he has two other felony convictions for drug offenses The victim stated

that at the time of the second interview she was living with her grandmother The

victim stated that the last incident of abuse occurred in March of 2008 before the

October 2008 interview The victim stated that the defendant had sexual

intercourse with her once in 2007 She could not remember the specific date but

stated that she told her mother after it happened According to the victim her

mother yelled at the defendant and he left and her mother told her not to bring it

up again After the victim told her aunt what happened she was referred to

Crowley The victim stated that her aunt told her to follow her heart and not lie so

she decided to tell the truth The victim stated that her mother still did not want
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her stepfather to go to jail adding but he needs to The victim stated that

although she lied for her mother during the last interview this time she was telling

the truth

The victim stated that during the first incident the defendant touched her

and was looking at her breasts She was ten years old at that time She stated that

the defendant touched her more than once starting when she was ten indicating

that he would pull her shirt up or pull her pants down and touch her upper and

lower body parts The victim also stated that on one occasion her mother yelled at

the defendant after she caught him on top of the victim sucking her breasts still the

abuse continued When the victim was about eleven years old the defendant tried

to make her suck his thing The victim stated that on that occasion sperm started

coming out She stated that her mother did not do anything about the defendants

actions The defendant told the victim that she was disrespectful to her mother

that she wanted to be hot or hoish and that this was what boys would want to

do with her if she kept acting that way The victim confirmed that the defendants

mouth touched her breasts only

The victim further stated in the 2009 CAC interview that the defendant had

sexual intercourse with her during an incident that occurred after he attempted to

make her perform oral sex The victim stated that the incident occurred in her

bedroom while everyone else was sleeping at night time She indicated that

during intercourse the defendant did not wear a condom and stuff did not come

out She specified that it meaning the defendantspenis was on the inside of her

body The victim stated that she moved in with her grandmother when she was in

the fifth grade in 2007 because of the defendants actions She stated that her

mother knew why she left and she indicated that she would live in the streets if she

was not allowed to stay with her grandmother
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In April 2009 recorded telephone conversations between the victim and the

defendant took place at Trinity During the first conversation the victim told the

defendant that she wanted to come home but only if he promised not to do it

again and the defendant stated that he would not adding never ever The victim

attempted to make the defendant elaborate or specifically admit to what he did and

the defendant began to question her as to where she was calling from and why she

was asking such questions The defendant told her he would call back

When the defendant called back he made several complaints about the

victims disclosures to individuals and stated that the victim was not even in Slidell

the previous month The defendant stated that he was going to go to jail for the

rest of his life based on her accusations and asked the victim why she did not

indicate that she had been with a little boy instead of the defendant when her

mother discovered a condom in the house In response the victim stated that it

was the defendant who had sex with her and the defendant denied such actions

stating that he never put his thing inside of her The victim again asked the

defendant to admit what he did and he told her not to tell anyone that because it

would f up everybody When the victim said she did not want to lie the

defendant questioned the victimswhereabouts and told her to say she lied or made

up the claims to get rid of the defendant The defendant told the victim he loved

her and when the victim asked him why he did it in the first place the defendant

asked her to explain the quiet background and questioned her regarding the

telephone she was using to communicate with him The defendant also told the

victim that her mother was hurt and upset by the victimsclaims and that she

needed to talk to her The defendant ultimately promised not to do it again if the

victim said she lied about the allegations The victim subsequently specified that

she did not want the defendant to do that sex stuff if she came back home The
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defendant initially stated that he would not be there when she came back and then

added that there would be no sex stuff while he was around

The victim was fifteen years old at the time of the trial According to the

victim she was living with her biological father at the time She testified that the

defendant touched her down here with his fingers after removing her shorts and

underwear when she was about nine years old She stated that she did not like

having to talk about the incidents in question and previously refused to talk about

them or answer questions Another incident occurred when the victim was ten

years old in her brothersbedroom in the middle of the night and the defendant

came in and took her pants off and starting messing with her She specified that

on that occasion the defendant went in me from the back specifying that he put

his stuff or penis in her butt When the victim was still ten years old the

defendant had sex with her on one occasion while she was in her own bedroom

He told her to take her pants off and when she refused he hit her so she complied

When asked to clarify what body parts she was referencing she stated his penis

went in my vagina The victim also described an incident of the defendant

sucking her breasts with her bra pushed up She testified that her mother became

aware of the defendantsactions and walked in during an incident when the

defendant was on top of her sucking her breasts The defendant and her mother

argued and the defendant left The victim confirmed that she recalled seeing sperm

coming out of the defendantspenis but could not remember during which incident

The victim testified that her friend told her to tell the school counselor about the

incidents The victim also stated that her mother and the defendant told her to

recant her story after she disclosed the incidents to the school counselor

During cross examination the victim stated that the defendant only had

sex with her one time and added but hes been messing with me more than

once The victim did not tell her mother after the initial or even second or third
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incident but did ultimately tell her She denied that the defendant made her have

oral sex with him stating that he told her to but she did not comply She stated

that the incidents would occur in the middle of the night or in the morning after the

defendant took her mother to work The victim admitted that she became angry

when she did not receive a computer that she wanted for Christmas before she

made the disclosures in question but also specifically stated thats not why I

told The defense introduced a brief note that stated I love him line 1 I miss

him line 2 hope to see him soon line three followed by the victimssignature

The victim recalled giving the note to her mother to give to the defendant years

before the trial but after she made the complaints against the defendant The

victim admitted that she previously wanted to recant her story again because of the

turmoil that took place after her disclosures During redirect examination the

victim confirmed that she could not remember how far the defendantspenis went

inside of her during intercourse and stated that she did not lie about the incidents in

question to get out of her mothers home

Dr Adrienne Atzemis an expert witness in the field of childabuse

pediatrics who evaluated the victim in February of 2009 stated the victim reported

multiple incidents of abuse at that time Dr Atzemis explained that when children

report multiple events details of each event are specific to that event however

when the incidents happen over multiple times those details tend to be merged into

one group On that basis it may seem as though a child is being inconsistent when

they are talking about several events but not providing self exclusive details Dr

Atzemis also discussed the concepts of partial and delayed disclosure and stated

that children have different reasons for disclosing when they do and how they do

including naivety internal reasons like feelings of guilt responsibility fear or

embarrassment and external reasons like threats or bribes Dr Atzemis stated that

five years was the average length of delay for disclosure Dr Atzemis also stated
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that those types of pressures could also lead to recantations Dr Atzemis testified

that the majority ofrecantations in sex abuse cases are false recantations in that the

child takes it back even though their initial claim was actually true The number of

interviews and lack of family support were listed as risk factors leading to

recantations

Along with vaginal penetration by the defendant with his penis and finger

the victim reported that the defendant had put his mouth on her breasts and she

reported anal penetration As with about ninetyfive percent of children who are

sexually assaulted the victimsphysical examination was normal there was no

injury or trauma to the hymen Dr Atzemis noted that the vagina and hymen are

made up of the kind of tissue that heals extraordinarily well Dr Atzemis testified

that the anus is even more simple than the vagina noting that it is designed to pass

bowel movements and thus to stretch without injury Dr Atzemis also testified

that child victims of sexual abuse do not usually hate the perpetrator Instead the

perpetrator is usually someone they loved were close to and relied upon During

cross examination DrAtzemis confirmed there was no physical evidence of abuse

and that most of the medical testimony consisted of generalizations Dr Atzemis

also confirmed that the victim told her that she did not see anything come out of

the defendantspenis and that the only oral contact disclosed by the victim was the

defendantsmouth on her breasts

During his trial testimony the defendant testified that he met the victims

mother in 1998 when the victim was two years old He stated that he raised the

victim and loved her the same way that he loved his biological children and other

stepchild The defendant stated that a portion of their home was destroyed as a

result of Hurricane Katrina and that the victim thereafter moved in with her

grandparents The defendant stated that he first learned about the allegations when

his wife told him that a little girl said something happened to her and the victim
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went along with it although it did not happen to her The defendant introduced

work records including W2s for 2005 through 2007 when he was working in

Pascagoula Mississippi According to the defendant he would sleep at a hotel and

was not regularly at home in Slidell Louisiana during that time period The

defendant stated that the entire family would be present when he was home and he

responded negatively when asked during direct examination if he ever had

intercourse vaginal or anal with the victim digitalized her vagina or had oral

sex with her The defendant also denied sucking the victimsbreast or ejaculating

in front of her The defendant testified that he was having a meeting in Florida at

the time of the recorded telephone conversations with the victim and the telephone

call surprised him He stated that the conversation was rushed and that he only

wanted to get back to his meeting and therefore told the victim what she wanted

to hear The defendant also stated that at the time he wanted the victim to come

home and have a family life again The defendant testified that in 2008 the victim

became upset after being disappointed because she did not receive the gift that she

wanted for Christmas He stated that he never hit the victim and that he had never

been accused of sexual abuse outside ofthe victimsallegations

During crossexamination the defendant specified that during the periods of

time that he worked in Pascagoula he was working six days a week and travelled

back to the family home on some Sundays The defendant also confirmed that he

reported 54280 in wages for 2007 while he only reported 26310 in wages for

2006 and 16255 in 2005 which indicated he worked fewer days those years

The victimsmaternal grandfather Pierre Fabre testified that his home was

always open to his grandchildren When asked if the victim came to stay with him

to get away from the defendant out of fear Fabre stated that he was unaware of the

reason or circumstances He stated that he never noticed anything unusual about

the defendantsrelationship with the victim and did not have any reason to believe
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that he abused her The victimsmaternal grandmother Kathy Fabre testified that

the victim was not living with her because of any abuse by the defendant and that

the victim did not tell her about any abuse but that she was helping her daughter

raise her children She stated that she would never advise the victim to recant or

cover up any allegations Further she never suspected the defendant of abusing

her granddaughter The victim stayed with her grandparents until she was removed

from their custody The victimsmaternal great aunt Barbara LeFrere testified

that she and the victim were very close She described the victims relationship

with the defendant as fun and loving LeFrere did not believe the victims

allegations and stated that she felt as though the victim made up a lot of stories

The victimsmother testified that the first time she heard any allegations of

abuse was in October when she had to take the victim to the Hope House She was

informed at that time that her daughter took the claims back and that she made it

up because of her friend LM She testified that she never saw the defendant have

any inappropriate contact with the victim and did not suspect him of any such

behavior The victimsmother confirmed that she worked mornings and stated that

the victim was not allowed to stay at home alone and that she was present when the

victim was at home She stated that sometimes the defendant would not come

home for weeks at a time when he was working in Mississippi but confirmed that

he came home on the weekends if he was off on a Friday and Saturday

Aggravated rape is a general intent crime State v McDaniel 515 So 2d

572 575 La App 1st Cir 1987 writ denied 533 So 2d 10 La 1988 General

criminal intent is present whenever there is specific intent and also when the

circumstances indicate that the offender in the ordinary course of human

experience must have adverted to the prescribed criminal consequences as

reasonably certain to result from his act or failure to act La RS 14102The

trier of fact is to determine the requisite intent in a criminal case State v
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Crawford 619 So 2d 828 831 La App 1st Cir writ denied 625 So 2d 1032

La 1993

An appellate court is constitutionally precluded from acting as a thirteenth

juror in assessing what weight to give evidence in criminal cases that

determination rests solely on the sound discretion of the trier of fact The trier of

fact may accept or reject in whole or in part the testimony of any witness The

fact that the record contains evidence that conflicts with the testimony accepted by

a trier of fact does not render the evidence accepted by the trier of fact insufficient

State v Azema 633 So 2d 723 727 La App 1st Cir 1993 writ denied 94 0141

La42994 637 So 2d 460 State v Quinn 479 So 2d 592 596 La App 1st

Cir 1985 The testimony of the victim alone can be sufficient to establish the

elements of a sexual offense even where the State does not introduce medical

scientific or physical evidence to prove the commission of the offense State v

James 022079 p 8 La App 1st Cir5903849So 2d 574 581

1n State v Chauvin 021188 p 8 La52003 846 So 2d 697 702 the

Louisiana Supreme Court stated the following regarding child sexual abuse cases

We begin by noting that child sexual abuse cases are not easy to
prosecute Child sexual abuse is difficult to prove because it most
often occurs in private often the perpetrator is a member of the
victims family and physical evidence of the abuse is rare The

problems with prosecuting child sexual abuse cases are increased by
the fact that most children fail to report the abuse and if they do
report there is often a significant lapse in time between the actual
occurrence and the ultimate reporting of the abusive incident by the
child Even then the child may not include details in her revelation
and often children recant or alter their allegations of abuse Citations
omitted

Any penetration however slight of the aperture of the female genitalia even

its external features is sufficient sexual penetration See State v Ross 03 0564 p

11 La App 3d Cir 121703 861 So 2d 888 895 writ denied 040376 La

62504 876 So 2d 829 While in the instant case there was no physical evidence

to prove the rape had occurred it is not necessary that there be physical evidence
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to prove the defendant committed aggravated rape The victimstrial testimony

and prior disclosures were consistent with the defendant having penetrated the

victim vaginally and anally when she was under the age of thirteen years After a

thorough review of the record viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to

the State we are convinced that a rational trier of fact could have found beyond a

reasonable doubt and to the exclusion of every reasonable hypothesis of

innocence that the defendant was guilty of the aggravated rape of the victim See

State v Calloway 072306 p 2 La12109 1 So 3d 417 418 per curiam

The first pro se assignment of error is without merit

PRO SE ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NUMBER TWO

In the second pro se assignment oferror the defendant contends that the trial

court erred in denying his motion to suppress evidence of the introduction of a

partially inaudible recording of telephone calls The defendant contends that the

admission of the telephone calls violated state and federal law as the telephone

calls were between the states of Louisiana and Florida and the defendant did not

consent to the recordings The defendant further contends that the victim was not

old enough to consent to the recordings without parental or guardian permission

The defendant also contends that the State failed to call the detective who recorded

the communications as a witness to lay the foundation for the introduction of the

recorded conversations and failed to produce a warrant for the recordings The

defendant notes that Darlene Carter testified that she transcribed the taped

conversations though she was not a certified transcriptionist and was not present

during the conversations between the defendant and the victim The defendant

contends that neither the State nor the detective had authorization for the

interception or recording of these conversations and that in accordance with La

RS 151307 the recording was inadmissible as evidence of the defendantsguilt

The defendant also contends that the State misconstrued the conversations between
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him and the victim to suggest that the defendant admitted guilt although he was

simply trying to hurry the conversation along so as to not be rude to the victim

Louisianas Electronic Surveillance Act was fashioned after its federal

counterpart 18 USC 2510 et seg Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and

Safe Streets Act the federal counterpart to the Louisiana Electronic Surveillance

Act is contained in Title III of the federal Omnibus Crime Control Safe Street

Act which deals with more comprehensive issues than electronic surveillance

issues only The Electronic Surveillance Act La RS 151301 et seq generally

prohibits the interception and disclosure of wire or oral communications However

there are exceptions to this general prohibition such as where one of the parties to

the communication consents to its interception See La RS151303C3 4

see also 18 USCA 25112c d State v Vince 98 1892 p 4 La App

1st Cir62599 739 So 2d 308 310 writ denied 992232 La12800753 So

2d 230

Herein at the motion to suppress hearing the defendant noted that the

victim instituted a telephone conversation as an agent for the sheriffs office The

defendant further noted that without his knowledge the conversation was recorded

and edited and questions were prompted by the sheriffs office The defendant

argued that this constituted a violation of his privacy and Miranda rights and Title

15 The defendant further noted that when he called the victim back the police

listened in on the second conversation recorded it and again prompted the

questions The State acknowledged that the conversations were recorded with the

victimsconsent and that members of the sheriffs office were present but denied

that questions were being prompted and argued that such prompting would not be

gravamen as to the admissibility of the evidence The State further noted that the

defendant was not in police custody at the time of the conversations The trial

2

Miranda v Arizona 384 US 436 86 SCt 1602 16LEd2d 694 1966
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court listened to the recorded conversations and ruled the evidence admissible

noting that the noncustodial statements did not require Miranda warnings and that

such incriminating statements are not considered hearsay

In the instant case there is no doubt that telephone conversations between

the defendant and the victim were recorded and intended for use at trial by the

authorities and admitted as evidence during the trial When a trial court denies a

motion to suppress factual and credibility determinations should not be reversed in

the absence of a clear abuse of the trial courtsdiscretionie unless such ruling is

not supported by the evidence See State v Green 940887 p 11 La52295

655 So 2d 272 281 However a trial courtslegal findings are subject to a de

novo standard of review See State v Hunt 091589 p 6 La 12109 25 So 3d

746 751 Herein the victim consented to the recordings Although Louisiana law

generally prohibits the interception of wire or oral communication an exception is

made where the interceptor is a party to the communication or one of the parties to

the communication has given prior consent to such interception La RS

151303CThe calls at issue were recorded by the victim or with her consent and

she was a party to the conversations

While the defendant now argues on appeal that the victim was too young to

consent to the recordings or that twoparty consent is required in the state of

Florida he did not raise these arguments below It is well settled that a new basis

or ground for the motion to suppress cannot be articulated for the first time on

appeal State v Brown 434 So 2d 399 402 La 1983 This is prohibited under

the provisions of La C Cr P arts 703Fand 841 since the trial court would not

be afforded an opportunity to consider the merits of the particular claim See also

State v Peters 546 So 2d 829 831 La App 1st Cir writ denied 552 So 2d

I Ihe defendant does not reference any statutory or jurisprudential authority for his assertion that
Florida requires two party consent
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378 La 1989 We conclude that the trial court did not err or abuse its discretion

in allowing the recordings into evidence This assignment of error lacks merit

PRO SE ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR NUMBER THREE

In his final pro se assignment of error the defendant contends that the trial

court erred in allowing the State to strike two African American prospective jurors

Sidney Harris and Wali Haqq in violation of Batson v Kentucky 476 US 79

106 SCt 1712 90LEd2d 69 1986 The defendant contends that the defense

counsel made a prima facie showing that the two peremptory strikes used by the

State were targeted at specifically removing the only two African American

prospective jurors from the jury The defendant concludes that the trial court

denied him his constitutional and statutorily protected rights in allowing the State

to dismiss the two African American prospective jurors

The Equal Protection Clause prohibits the prosecution and the defense from

using peremptory challenges to exclude otherwise qualified and unbiased persons

from a petit jury solely for reasons of their race See Batson 476 US at 8485

106 SCt at 1716see also La C Cr P art 795C In Batson the Supreme Court

adopted a threestep analysis to determine whether or not the constitutional rights

of prospective jurors have been infringed by impermissible discriminatory

practices First the defendant must make a prima facie showing that the

prosecutor has exercised peremptory challenges on the basis of race Second if the

requisite showing has been made the burden shifts to the prosecutor to articulate a

raceneutral explanation for striking the jurors in question Finally the trial court

must determine whether the defendant has carried his burden of proving purposeful

discrimination See Batson 476 US at 9798 106 SCt at 1723 24 Hernandez v

New York 500 US 352 35859 111 SCt 1859 1866 114LEd2d395 1991

A prima facie case of racebased exclusion should present evidence to show

that the pertinent circumstances raise an inference that the prosecutor used
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peremptory challenges to exclude venire members of a cognizable racial group

solely on the basis of race State v Collier 553 So 2d 815 818 La 1989 The

trial court should determine whether the defendant has established the requisite

prima facie case of discriminatory selection Collier 553 So 2d at 819 As the

first step in this process it places a burden of production or of going forward on

the defendant If the defendant is unable to make a prima facie case of racial

discrimination then the Batson challenge fails and it is not necessary for the

prosecutor to articulate race neutral explanations for his strikes Thus the

combination of factors needed to establish a prima facie case are 1 the

defendant must demonstrate that the prosecutorschallenge was directed at a

member of a cognizable group 2 the defendant must then show that the challenge

was peremptory rather than for causeie peremptory challenges constitute a jury

selection practice that permits those to discriminate who are of a mind to

discriminate and 3 finally the defendant must show circumstances sufficient

to raise an inference that the prosecutor struck the venireperson on account of race

Batson 476 US at 96 106 SCt at 1723 see also State v Myers 991803 p 4

La41100761 So 2d 498 501

The defendant may offer any facts relevant to the question of the

prosecutorsdiscriminatory intent to satisfy his initial burden Such facts include

but are not limited to a pattern of strikes by a prosecutor against members of a

suspect class statements or actions of the prosecutor that support an inference that

the exercise of peremptory strikes was motivated by impermissible considerations

the composition of the venire and of the jury finally empaneled and any other

disparate impact upon the suspect class that is alleged to be the victim of

purposeful discrimination Green 940887 at p 24 655 So 2d at 288 Disparate

impact on a suspect class while deserving of some weight in the determination of

whether purposeful discrimination exists is not a dispositive fact since an
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argument relating to the impact of a classification does not alone show its

purpose Hernandez 500 US at 362 111 SCt at 1867

For a Batson challenge to succeed it is not enough that a racially

discriminatory result be evidenced rather the result must ultimately be traced to a

racially discriminatory purpose Batson 476 US at 93 106 SCt at 1721

quoting Washington v Davis 426 US229 240 96 SCt 2040 2048 48LEd2d

597 1976 Thus the sole focus of the Batson inquiry is upon the intent of the

prosecutor at the time he exercised his peremptory strikes Once a prosecutor has

offered a race neutral explanation for the peremptory challenges and the trial court

has ruled on the ultimate question of intentional discrimination the preliminary

issue of whether the defendant had made a prima facie showing becomes moot

Green 940887 at pp 2425 655 So 2d at 28788

Sidney Harris a reserve deputy for Orleans Parish Sheriffs Office was a

prospective juror on the first panel of the voir dire herein During questioning

Harris confirmed that he could give the defendant a fair trial could find someone

guilty without medical evidence and that he had no problem with the fact that the

alleged offense carried a mandatory sentence of life imprisonment upon

conviction However Harris also stated that he would be affected if the non

accused parent sides with the accused parent instead of the victim Harris

specifically stated that in such a case the non accused parent may be aware of the

childs propensity to make up stories or tell lies When asked to provide an

alternative reason for the parent supporting the accused as opposed to the alleged

victim Harris stated Ulust being stupid Also when asked to give a percentage

of sexual abuse allegations that are false in general while many prospective jurors

said only a few cases of false allegations are brought Harris stated Fm going to

say half Further when asked if he could base a conviction solely on a childs

statement Harris stated With the right evidence I cant that just seems if the
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evidence shows it But if the child says yeah I cant I cantI wouldntbe able

to

After the State indicated its desire to use a peremptory challenge to remove

Harris the defense objected and asked for a reason The defense noted that Harris

was one of a total of two African American prospective jurors on the first panel

and the other had been removed for cause The trial court stated that it would

allow the State to give a reason but noted that it was difficult to establish a pattern

based on the challenge of one juror The State provided the following reason for

the peremptory strike Mr Harris looked me in the eye when I asked him if he

could convict based upon the testimony of one witness and he said I cant I

then asked the question several different ways and he has convinced me that he

cant The trial court accepted the States reason over the defense objection

Wali Haqq a Folgers Coffee Company employee was a prospective juror on

the second panel Haqq responded positively when asked if he had been a victim

of a crime noting that he was robbed in New Orleans and responded negatively

when asked if he knew if anyone was arrested for the offense Haqq also indicated

that he had two friends in the New Orleans Police Department

When the State inquired as to whether the jurors could convict if they

believed the child although there is no medical test to confirm her statements

Haqq stated I would need some evidence Based on that response the State

further questioned Haqq asking him if he would consider voting not guilty if there

was no medical evidence to support the childs statement and Haqq stated I

believe so I think 1 would need some other evidence Upon further questioning

Haqq reiterated I would still think I would need something besides a childs

word Although several jurors stated that they could convict if they believed the

alleged victim even in the absence of medical evidence Haqq adamantly

confirmed his stance upon further questioning When asked if the penalty of life
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imprisonment presented a problem Haqq responded positively confirming that the

possible penalty would cause him to require a heightened burden of proof or level

of certainty

Haqq further indicated that he believed most sexual abuse victims would

either wait until they were adults to disclose the abuse or never disclose it at all

even if asked However when asked for an estimate of how many sexual abuse

allegations in general were falsified he indicated that only a few were false When

subsequently asked if he could base a conviction entirely on the credibility of one

child Haqq stated that his position remained the same Upon further questioning

by the trial court regarding his ability to find the defendant guilty based upon the

testimony of one witness if the witness is convincing beyond a reasonable doubt

Haqq stated Iwould have a hard time with the sentence thats been imposed to

convict Upon further questioning Haqq ultimately stated itwould have to be

very credible He then agreed that he would probably find the defendant guilty if

the burden of proof was met

The trial court denied the Statesattempt to remove Haqq for cause The

defense objected when the State attempted to use a peremptory strike to excuse

Haqq The defense noted that this would be the second strike of two prospective

African American jurors establishing a pattern of strikes being used based only on

race The trial court noted that it recalled Haqqs responses but allowed the State to

give its reason for the strike The State noted that Haqq made it unmistakable that

he would not convict based on the statement of one witness and that the penalty

would prevent him from convicting The trial court stated that while it would not

grant the challenge for cause it would have the same concerns as the State based

on Haqqs responses

We note that the State also challenged prospective jurors Scott Harding and

Nancy Blackburn based on similar responses as Wali Haqqs regarding their
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inability to render a guilty verdict without medical evidence Those challenges are

not being contested on appeal presumably because those prospective jurors were

not African American Although the Statesexercise of two peremptory challenges

against two African American prospective jurors may have had a disparate impact

on the final composition of the jury disparate impact on a suspect class is not a

dispositive fact and there is no evidence of purposeful discrimination

We find that the State sustained its burden of articulating raceneutral

reasons for the exercise of the peremptory strikes at issue Further based upon our

review of the voir dire transcript we find that the statements or actions by the

prosecutor do not support an inference that the exercise of the peremptory strikes

was motivated by impermissible considerations As provided in Batson a

prosecutors questions and statements during voir dire examination and in

exercising his challenges may support or refute an inference of discriminatory

purpose Batson 476 US at 97 106 SCt at 1723 A consideration of the totality

of the responses provided by the prospective jurors at issue herein would refute an

inference of discriminatory purpose We find that the trial court did not abuse its

discretion in overruling the defendants Batson objections The final pro se

assignment of error lacks merit

CONVICTION AND SENTENCED AFFIRMED
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